
Celebrates Sydney’s harbour and coast through engaging stories  
and beautiful underwater photography.

Admired all over the world and loved by locals for its natural beauty, Sydney Harbour 
is enjoyed by thousands of people every day. But rarely do we look below the surface 
where, beneath all the hustle and bustle, lively communities go about their business. 
With underwater forests and gardens, hundreds of species of fish and thousands of 
invertebrates, Sydney is as colourful and diverse below the water as it is above!

Underwater Sydney celebrates Sydney’s incredible harbour and coast through eclectic 
stories and stunning underwater photography. It also explores the challenges the harbour 
is facing today after more than 200 years of coastal development and the role that marine 
science plays in maintaining the harbour’s health. 

Underwater Sydney will open your eyes to the rich marine life that makes the Sydney 
estuary and coast so special.

FEATURES
• Engaging stories based on informative science and accompanied by colour photographs of diverse 

and charismatic marine life

• Offers an overview of the Sydney Harbour environment, including intertidal rocky shores, 
submerged sandstone reefs, sponge gardens, beaches and sandy bays, mangroves, and the 
interplay with the built environment

• Each chapter is introduced with an above-water photograph of a location to anchor the story,  
and includes a mini map of the locations where visitors can find a certain underwater community
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Intertidal rocky shores
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Sponges are unable to move and can be soft, but they are by no means defence-
less when it comes to predators. Their first line of defence is a body that mainly 
consists of spongin fibres, the squishy material we know from bath sponges, and 
small, sometimes needle-sharp, bony elements called spicules, that are embedded in 
the sponge tissue. So sponges are not particularly fun to eat!

Their second line of defence is a range of toxic chemicals that are either pro-
duced by the sponges themselves or by microbes that live in and on the sponges. 
These poisons act as powerful deterrents against most predators.

Many of these chemicals are of great interest to modern medicine. Some of the 
substances have antibacterial, antiviral or antifungal properties, which are of great 
value for the development of effective medication against multi-drug-resistant 
organisms. Other sponge products have been found to be effective against tumours 
and several of these compounds are now used in chemotherapy. Unfortunately, 
sponges and their microbes are notoriously difficult to cultivate, which at the 
moment limits the number of chemical compounds that can be produced at large 
scales.

Despite the sponges’ wall of defence, some sea stars, urchins, fishes and sea slugs 
feed on sponges. Sea slugs, especially, have found ways to take advantage of sponges.

Shady areas, like under this ledge 
at Shark Point, Clovelly, allow 
sponges to flourish without 
competition from algae.
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Painful flotsam
Going to the beach after a storm or onshore winds, chances are you’ll come across 
some blue bottles (Physalia utriculus) – small, pale-blue balloons that often have a 
long, crinkly, dark-blue tentacle attached to them – lying stranded on the beach. 
Blue bottles belong to the same group as jellyfish, anemones and corals and like 
many members of this group they have stinging cells, which discharge their venom 
when touched. To avoid a nasty sting – don’t touch them!

Interestingly, these creatures represent a colony of different members called per-
sons, which take on specific functions including feeding, stinging, reproducing and 
floating in the case of the persons that make up the gas-filled bladder. Blue bottles 
spend their lives floating out at sea as either left- or right-handed forms and, depend-
ing on the direction of the breeze, only the colonies with their crest facing the ‘right’ 
direction will sail towards the beach and ultimately die. This seems nature’s quirky 
way to ensure that some blue bottles survive.
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Sun-bathing at the Opera House
Since 2014 a male New Zealand fur seal (Arctocephalus forsteri), also known as the 
long-nosed fur seal, has been enjoying the winter sun on the steps of the Sydney 
Opera House. New Zealand fur seals are at home on Australia’s south coast, New 
Zealand and several sub-Antarctic islands and they can travel up to 100 km per day 
in search for food. Interestingly, we see their relatives, Australian fur seals (Arcto-
cephalus pusillus), less often in Sydney, perhaps because these seals are somewhat less 
widespread and only live along the mainland’s south coast and Tasmania. The male 
New Zealand fur seal hanging out in Sydney Harbour obviously doesn’t seem to be 
bothered by crowds of people and a busy harbour!

Photo credit: Vanessa Pirotta.
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EXCERPT FROM THE FOREWORD

“Underwater Sydney takes us on a fascinating, inspiring and  
important journey into this unique underwater world. While  
Sydney’s Opera House, Harbour Bridge and famous beaches are 

 recognised worldwide,this beautiful book dips below the surface to  
 reveal a less familiar world.

Professor Emma L Johnston AO, Dean of Science and Professor of Marine 
Ecology and Ecotoxicology at UNSW Sydney
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